
CONCEPT 2862
 4 Bed 

 2.5 Bath 

 2,862 Sq Ft 

 2

This grand and stylish concept offers comfort and luxury with spacious floor plan options that can accommodate almost any fit for you to
craft the perfect dream home.

Once you step inside to discover your new abode, you’ll feel right at home. Stepping through the grand and elegant foyer, you’ll come to the
spacious family room, where a cozy fireplace keeps you warm in the cooler months if you choose to add one. This space flows effortlessly to
the impressive chef’s kitchen with a nook space and then onto your private dining room.

The master bedroom is a luxurious haven to retreat to, where you’ll find a walk-in closet and a master bathroom with an optional luxury
bath. There are three additional bedrooms in this floor plan, two with a walk-in closet and one with a built-in robe. Choose to convert
bedroom four into a study, or for additional bedrooms, choose to convert the flex room into bedroom five with a third bath.

The main bathroom that services the rest of the home is perfectly positioned, and there is a utility room, and you can choose to add a third
garage to extend the parking and storage space. There is a covered patio off the family room to allow for indoor-outdoor living, plus there is
an option to extend this out further and add another patio off the flex room to take this plan to its full potential.
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2862 A 2862 A with stone 2862 B

2862 B with stone 2862 C 2862 C with stone

2862 D 2862 D with Stone

8 Elevations Available
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